
Quick sort

- Choose an element to be the pint element
,
then partition

the army so that the elements that are E pivot are

to the left of the pivot
,

and the elements > pivot

to the right of the pivot
- Recursively repeat the process on the sub arrays to the left

and right of the pivot
- After partitioning , the pint will be in its final location



- Base cases

- Sub any of size I - the one element must be

the pivot in its proper place

- Subang of size O - nothing to do
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Where is the work ?

- The key contributor to the runtime

is the loop in partition
- Each iteration of that loop
is a comparison with the pivot

- Asyptotically , the runtime is based on the number of

comparisons



Best case

- The loop in partition has h - I iterations
,
Whish compare each

element to the pint ,
so Oln)

- If the pivot produces the most even split possible , each

recursive call will operate on no more than 42 elements
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- Every element is only ever compared with the pint
,

so elements

from diftent subways will never be compared after the split
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Worst case

- The pivot is always either the largest or smallest element

- After partitioning , the new subways have sins n- I and o

- We lose the advantage of avoiding future companions across the

pivot
- Occur when the ↳ t is already sorted

,
or if all elements

are equal

- Hoare 's partition scheme amidst the problem of duplicates

( see problem 7- I )
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Randomizing
- what if we randomly select the pint ?

- Selecting the worst pivot every time is extremely unlikely

- Occasionally selecting the worst pint is not so bad

- As long as thee it at least one element on either side of

the split we get log behave, but possibly with a base smaller

than 2

- Expected running time of randomized quick sort it 0 (u ly n)



- In practice

- Insertion sort is faster fr small arrays

- Common practice is to switch to insertion sort

for sub armes smaller than some threshold


